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Abstract
”EDDE” (the “Electro-Dynamic Debris Eliminator”) is a new kind of non-rocket vehicle. It can persistently
maneuver throughout low Earth orbit without using propellant. EDDE consists mostly of reinforced aluminum foil
tape to collect and conduct electrons, plus solar arrays to drive this current. Tape current crossing earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld causes the maneuver force. The ambient plasma closing the current loop sees an opposite force. EDDE slowly
rotates end-over-end to stiﬀen itself. That also improves agility, by allowing a wider range of thrust directions normal
to both tape and magnetic ﬁeld. The paper discusses EDDE design changes that reduce power needs for collecting
and emitting electrons, and ease detection and quenching of plasma arcing. Air drag sets a minimum altitude near
400 km. There is no hard ceiling, but current and thrust drop with plasma density and magnetic field strength at high
altitude. Orbit plane changes are usually fastest near 500 km altitude. EDDE can be launched as an ESPA or other
secondary payload anywhere in LEO. EDDE’s most valuable use may be wholesale collection and/or removal of
most of the ~2000 LEO objects >100 kg. They account for >98% of the ~2000 tons orbital debris mass in LEO, and
will create most new accidental debris by collisions. EDDE can capture nearly all of them using expendable nets
weighing ~50 grams each. EDDE can capture ton-class objects tumbling at up to 2 rpm, since that spin energy is too
small for the object to climb out of the net. After capture, EDDE can drag an object down and sling it below ISS, or
deliver it to scrapyards at less congested altitudes for later recycling and/or deorbit. An 80 kg EDDE can remove or
collect 5-25 tons/year of debris depending on altitude.
Keywords: Active debris removal, electric propulsion, electrodynamic thruster, debris capture by net

1. Introduction
Orbital debris is a growing problem. Better practices
have reduced many sources. Most new debris now comes
from occasional collisions of dead objects. That debris
source scales roughly with the square of the dead mass,
integrated over LEO altitude. LEO dead mass continues
to grow. The 25-year rule has reduced growth, but even
100% compliance will not stop future growth. To reduce
future debris, we must remove dead mass. To reduce
debris much, we must remove a large amount of mass.
ESA, JAXA, NASA, and space entrepreneurs have
proposed space debris removal ideas. Several companies
are developing designs. Two capture tests have already
been done, of a thrown net and a harpoon. AstroScale
has raised US$149M to develop debris removal.
We propose to remove or collect most dead satellite
and rocket mass from LEO using a novel maneuvering
spacecraft EDDE (ElectroDynamic Debris Eliminator).
EDDE uses solar power to flow current to react against
the Earth’s magnetic field. It pulls itself through the
ionosphere without propellant, with unlimited delta-V.
EDDE may be by far the most affordable approach to
wholesale debris removal from LEO.
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Removal typically requires >200 m/s debris delta-V.
To remove a substantial fraction of the >2200 tons of
debris mass in LEO with conventional chemical rockets,
this may require delivering ~200 tons of rockets to those
objects, each in a different orbit.
There are at least 3 different basic options to reduce
new debris creation by debris/debris collisions:
1. Deorbit most debris mass (preferably targeted),
2. Spread it over a wider altitude (mostly higher),
3. Collect it for selective recycling and later deorbit.
EDDE allows all 3 approaches. And it does so at
<1% of the ~200 tons needed for chemical propulsion.
At the first IAA conference on space situational
awareness we showed how EDDE could do a close-up
survey of interesting objects [1]. Another paper at the
same conference described a space demonstration of
active debris removal [2].
The remaining sections of the paper cover these topics:
2. EDDE basic design and maneuver strategies
3. Capture of large passive objects by EDDE
4. Debris removal by EDDE: Iridium and beyond
5. Conclusions and recommendations
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2. EDDE, the ElectroDynamic Debris Eliminator
The ElectroDynamic Debris Eliminator (EDDE) is a
space vehicle of a new class: it “swims” through the
ionosphere. EDDE uses electric current in a long metal
tape to react against the Earth's magnetic field. EDDE
collects electrons from the ambient ionospheric plasma
near one end of the tape, and ejects them back into the
plasma near the other end, as shown in Fig. 1.

Electrons

Magnetic
field

Force

2.2 Benefits of rotation for electrodynamic vehicles

Figure 1. Electrodynamic Propulsion Concept

2.1 Electrodynamic thrust
EDDE’s thrust comes from the current in its long
conductor crossing geomagnetic field lines. The current
loop opposing force closes in the plasma. NASA tested
this in JSC’s Plasma Motor-Generator (PMG) flight test
in 1993 [3]. PMG flowed 0.3 amps through a 500 m
wire. It used hollow cathodes as plasma contactors at
both ends of the wire. In 1996, NASA MSFC’s TSS-1R
test achieved 1A through a 20 km wire using passive
electron collection and emission by an electron gun.
The Ampere force on the conductor induced by the
magnetic field scales with current * conductor length *
magnetic field strength normal to the conductor. The
force is always normal to both conductor and magnetic
field. Average thrust when EDDE descends can be
much higher than when it climbs, since energy to help
drive the current loop is available from the EMF caused
by orbital motion. This is very beneficial for dragging
down large debris objects like rocket bodies.

Emitter
Net manager

EDDE is covered by 3 current US utility patents for
method [4] and apparatus [5] for active control, and for
the performance benefits of spinning operations [6]. Its
propellantless operation lets it change orbits repeatedly,
to match orbits with debris objects, capture them, and
drag them into low orbit or collect them in a safe orbit
for potential later recycling and use. This allows far
better performance than ion rockets.
As shown in Fig. 2 below, EDDE’s solar arrays are
distributed along the length of the conducting tape. The
arrays and their controls divide the tape into short,
separately controllable segments. This lets us limit the
peak voltages to the local plasma. Each tape segment
both collects and conducts electrons, as a function of the
voltage to the local plasma and the voltage gradient
along the length of that tape segment.
EDDE rotates slowly like a propeller, to improve
stability and performance. Rotation is the key to high
performance. It stiffens the tether against the transverse
thrust forces, and also allows a wider range of angles
with the geomagnetic field and hence thrust directions.
We use 6-8 rotations per orbit (“rpo”) for tension and
control. We control rotation rate, rotation plane, and
bending dynamics by where we collect and emit current.
For example, collecting electrons near the middle and
emitting them at the ends can often give a useful torque.
EDDE’s design plus its rotation set EDDE apart
from prior electrodynamic thruster designs. Hanging ED
tethers use the weak gravity gradient force to provide
tension and stabilization. For long-term stability, one
must limit average ED thrust to a small fraction of the
gravity-gradient tension. Too much thrust makes
hanging tethers librate chaotically, with eventual loss of
control. In contrast, EDDE is s stiffened and stabilized
by rotation, so it can handle currents and thrust much
higher than compatible with long-term control of
hanging tethers.
Rotation also increases the range of tape angles to
the magnetic field. This increases the range of average
force directions. This in turn lets EDDE change all 6
orbit elements in combination. This greatly increases
EDDE’s agility vs. hanging tethers, which can usually
thrust only roughly east or west. Rotation is especially
beneficial for changing altitude in near-polar orbit. This
dominates the time needed to remove large debris.

~400 m

Conductor

Emitter
Solar array

Net manager

Figure 2. EDDE Schematic, Showing Arrays, Conductor, Emitters, and Capture Net Managers
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The EMF on hanging tethers is low, since it nearly
scales with Cos(Inclination). Thrust is nearly normal to
the orbit, so altitude changes are slow. EDDE can spin
normal to the orbit. This greatly increases both peak and
average EMF, and climb and descent rates in near-polar
orbits. Performance in near-polar orbits is critical for
wholesale debris removal, since >60% of the 2200 tons
of LEO mass other than ISS is within 10° of polar orbit.
Figure 3 shows (in blue arrows) the thrust directions
normal to the local field that a rotating EDDE can use,
and what orbit elements they can affect every ¼ orbit:
Orbit elements changed by ED forces:
Node
Altitude, Phase, & Eccentricity

Spin, misc.

(Geomagnetic
field lines)
Inclination
Eccentricity
Figure 3. EDDE Thrust Vector Options vs Latitude

2.3 Other key EDDE design features
EDDE can range all over LEO, so it can distribute
secondary payloads to custom orbits: “Custom orbits
without custom launch.” An 80 kg EDDE can support
another ~80 kg of payloads in an ESPA slot. Once all
the payloads are released, EDDE can tackle debris.
EDDE’s wide tape greatly reduces the chances of
severance by micrometeoroid or debris. Wires of similar
mass will be cut far more quickly. To overcome this,
some electrodynamic tethers use multiple strands with
cross-members, like a ladder [7]. But small wires with
many connections pose fabrication and deployment
challenges, including keeping thin strands apart.
EDDE’s conductor design is simple but effective. It
is a ribbon of aluminum foil 1-3 cm wide, reinforced
with a full-width unidirectional fiber composite layer for
strength and tear resistance. This greatly reduces vulnerability to small micrometeoroids and debris.
EDDE’s power is provided by solar arrays at ~400
m intervals along EDDE’s length. This allows control of
current and hence force along the length, and also eases
detection and quenching of arcs to the plasma. Such arcs
can be triggered by meteoroid or debris impact on parts
of EDDE biased negatively to the local plasma.
IAC-19-A6.5.4

Those arcs can be quenched by isolating the tape
segments. This reduces the bare tape electron collection
area and EMF that drive the arc. Control of current along
the length and over time allows control of rotation plane
and rate and bending dynamics, as well as changes in all
6 orbit elements.
EDDE’s distributed control also allows control after
component failures, including tape severance by debris
or micrometeoroid impact. A segmented design plus
distributed control let EDDE become a highly redundant
vehicle controllable from either end. Each segment has
power and control of electron collection, conduction,
and emission. In addition, each end can control overall
maneuvers. If EDDE is cut by a meteoroid or debris,
each half can still thrust and control itself, and can either
continue a mission more slowly, or deorbit itself quickly,
to prevent danger to other spacecraft that could arise
after another tape severance.
EDDE’s modularity lets its length and mass be sized
to fit the available envelope, payload, and orbit change
needs of specific missions, from nanosat delivery to
capture and relocation of multi-ton debris objects. We
expect most EDDEs will weigh from 30 to 80 kg (ESPA
with payloads) or 180 kg for a full-ESPA size. EDDE
typically uses 1-3 kW of solar arrays for 30-80 kg.

2.4 EDDE orbit change performance
Orbit-transfer performance is very impressive, as
shown in Figure 4 for an 80 kg EDDE. Rates of change
in altitude, inclination, and node vary with the orbit
inclination. EDDE maneuvers only while in sunlight. It
coasts during eclipse, when plasma density is lower.
This reduces battery mass and improves EDDE’s overall
agility. In typical 500 km near-polar orbit, eclipse varies
from 0 to 38% of the orbit. Orbit-average currents for an
80 kg EDDE may be >1 A near 500 km altitude, and <1
A at higher altitudes, especially near solar minimum.
These rates are for EDDE moving just its own mass.
When EDDE is carrying payloads, the orbit change rate
scales with the ratio of EDDE mass to total mass.

Figure 4. Orbit Transfer Rates at 1A avg./80 kg
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EDDEs 80-180 kg can use longer and wider tapes to
collect current despite low plasma density. So they can
climb higher with less loss of agility than 30 kg EDDEs.
At low inclinations, and when changing orbit plane
at higher inclinations, EDDE will usually rotate in the
plane of the orbit, but at higher inclinations it will rotate
normal to the orbit plane to maximize climb and descent
rates. The transition between these altitudes causes the
kink in the altitude performance curve in Figure 4.
The above rates are for EDDE maneuvers by itself.
When EDDE is moving payloads or debris, orbit change
rates scale with the ratio of EDDE to overall mass. For
the constellation cases shown in section 4.1-4.3, an 80 kg
EDDE can remove 5-25 tons/year of debris, depending
on the altitude and payload mass. Ref [8] provides more
detail on EDDE technologies and strategies.

2.5 Key aspects of LEO debris that affect removal
Table 1 lists key debris statistics in 2016. It includes
all catalog objects >1 kg except ISS, because satellites
act like debris once they do not maneuver on command.
Table 1. Objects vs. mass in LEO in 2016
Total Cumulative
Mass range,
# obj
tons
tons # obj tons
3-11
109 531
3% 22%
2-3
145 339
8% 36%
1-2
695 990 28% 77%
0.5-1
523 387 44% 93%
0.1-0.5
539 127 60% 98.5%
0.001-0.1 1342 35 100% 100%
Totals
3353 2409
Note that 675 of the 990 tons in the 1-2 ton range is
from 472 Russian rocket bodies, and another 185 tons is
from 22 Russian SL-16 bodies. Heavier objects are also
larger, so their chances of collision rise, especially when
they cluster in altitude, as do many of the 1-2 ton and >8
ton Russian rocket bodies. There is another ~900 tons of
spent stages in GTO-type orbits, but their average mass
at LEO altitudes is <60 tons. Removing LEO mass may
be both easier and more effective in reducing collisions.
The last column in Table 1 shows the advantages of
removing heavier objects. But they are also more likely
to partly survive reentry. Reentry can cause damage on
the ground, if reentry is untargeted or badly targeted.
Under the UN Convention on International Liability
for Damage Caused by Space Objects [9], launching
states have strict unlimited liability for damage on the
ground. That liability is shared with another state if it
damages a space object that causes later damage. Reentry
seems to qualify for that. Many debris removal concepts
including EDDE cannot easily target reentry of >1 ton
objects, so early tests might focus on lighter objects.
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3. Capture of Large Passive Objects
As part of a 2002 NIAC Phase I study [10], Carroll
explored capture concepts for large debris objects. There
is considerable experience with rendezvous and docking
in orbit, from early rendezvous tests by Gemini VI and
VII, through captures by later Gemini missions and then
Apollo, Skylab, Apollo-Soyuz, Mir, shuttle/Mir, to the
many vehicles that have docked or berthed with the ISS.
But capture remains a challenge even in free fall, and
even with cooperative targets. Ken Cox, organizer of a
1989 Rendezvous and Proximity Operations Workshop
at JSC, said that “Newton gives us more grief than Kepler”
(i.e., docking causes more problems than rendezvous).
That is probably still true now, 30 years later.
To our knowledge, the only captures of objects not
specifically designed for capture were the captures of
Palapa and Westar in 1984. The unintentional capture
feature they used was the nozzle of the solid-rocket
motor. The crew trained extensively and had custom
hardware designed just for those targets. Some of that
hardware did not fit, because the satellite configuration
was not exactly as expected. But the crew was able to
find a work-around.
There was a similar problem on another 1984 shuttle
mission to service the Solar Max satellite. Solar Max
was designed to be captured by a jaw-like device called
a “TPAD.” But a button-like clamp on some insulation
prevented the TPAD from engaging far enough to lock
on the pin. Again, the crew found a workaround.
These stories are worth remembering because we
should not assume configurations to be exactly as
documented, especially 10-50 years after launch.

3.1 Other challenges in capturing debris by EDDE
The most difficult challenge for most debris capture
concepts is an expected random tumble of most debris.
But based on another paper in this symposium [11],
objects with significant amounts of aluminum alloys
should quickly lose wobble and gradually lose spin, due
to eddy currents induced by spin in earth’s magnetic
field. In addition, as that paper suggests, photometry
should let one infer spin axis and rate (often with some
ambiguity) before selecting removal targets. This should
be particularly easy for debris objects far larger than the
cm-class objects that that paper focuses on.
There are other challenges. It would be good for at
most a few types of capture hardware to capture a wide
range of hardware types. It would also be useful for at
least multi-target debris removers for capture hardware
to last many operations, not just one.
On the other hand, we don’t have to worry much
about damaging an object we are capturing, unless we
disable the capture device, or hit the debris hard enough
to create new debris.
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EDDE adds to these issues the difficulty of capturing
an object in free fall with a long tether-like tape. One
could try to capture an object at EDDE’s center, but that
poses additional problems both before and after capture.
The inertial trajectory of a tether tip is nearly cycloidal,
whether a tether hangs, swings, or spins. Superimposed
on that are stretching and transverse bending modes. Air
drag also plays a role, because EDDE has much higher
area/mass than most objects it will capture.
Ambitious space tether concepts generally want to
capture as well as throw objects. The hardest challenge
is often getting precise enough approaches for capture at
the cusp of an approach. The ability to test this many
times with debris triggered the study described in [10].

3.2 Issues that may drive capture design
Having a large total number of objects in each of a
modest number of different types suggests that by the
time this flies, several different capture designs may be
justified, or at least several sizes of one basic design.
Depending on the triage strategy and the debris cluster
serviced, each EDDE vehicle may need to capture about
100 objects during a 5-year campaign. Reusable designs
can weigh 100X as much as an expendable one without
incurring an overall penalty. And expendable capture
devices cannot be safely released into congested orbits
after a miss, without becoming debris themselves. They
need to be retracted or slung into short-lived orbits.
If we want to collect debris for potential recycling or
controlled deorbit, handing off objects to a scrapyard
may be easier if something is left attached to the object
during the transfer. Handoff might be done by crossing
tethers having Velcro-like features. If the collection
facility is to be below 500-600 km altitude, the capture
hardware and Velcro features must tolerate long-term
exposure to atomic oxygen having ~5eV kinetic energy.
Another issue that constrains capture concept design
is that it is difficult to ensure that capture is both reliable
and safe. We must focus on safety, since we can easily
make many capture attempts at one-orbit intervals for
each object captured, without significantly extending a
mission time that may be ~2 weeks/object.
At the time of capture, EDDE can rotate in the plane
of the target orbit, with EDDE moving vertically to null
out its tip rotation speed, or EDDE can use flat rotation
and transverse motion. Either seems feasible at present.
In either case EDDE can match the orbit period of its
target. This allows repeated tether-tip passes at one-orbit
intervals, with similar approach dynamics and lighting
each time so one can learn from experience.
If typical debris removals each take 2 weeks and we
plan on an average of 7 orbits (1/2 day) for gradually
closer approaches before capture, this costs <4% added
mission time. A set of close approaches can also image
the target with high resolution to image most surfaces
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for contamination, degradation, or impact. The images
can also confirm geometry, tumble rate, and the likely
attitude during later approaches. Finally they can help
quantify and compensate for any bias errors in guidance.
Another issue is a trade between development and
operational costs. If we wanted to capture only a few
objects, we could assume man-in-the-loop control
during the endgame. If we were trying to capture
millions, it would make sense to automate capture.
We are between these extremes. We want to capture
most of ~2,000 objects in <10 years (<1/day!). We may
also plan to hand large objects off to scrapyards a few
times per week. Even with an average of 4 attempts per
capture, this may be <1 full-time job during a 10-year
campaign. Maintaining ground stations to provide lowlatency communications during capture attempts may
imply several other jobs, but the direct workload for
man-in-the-loop capture control appears quite modest.
Note that imagery from early imaging passes does not
require immediate downlink, so the system needs lowlatency video comm links for small fractions of several
consecutive orbits/day on days doing captures.

3.3 A thrown-net capture concept
Based on the above considerations, our initial focus
in 2002 was on expendable capture hardware that left
something attached to the debris, to assist handoff of
objects to a scrapyard, plus reusable capture hardware
for objects that were to be deorbited or moved without
being collected into a scrapyard.
One expendable concept we considered was a large
capture net with hook-tipped radial extensions. If the net
can be deployed and thrown against the object, then the
extensions will wrap around the object and several will
probably foul on the net. Figure 5 shows this, to scale
with 3 common spent stages:

Figure 5. ~100-gram thrown-web, to scale with stages
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A thrown net requires that the net hit the target at
some speed rather than just being draped over it. This
complicates reuse, and can create more debris if nets
must be released after failed capture attempts, to keep
the net from recoiling and fouling on the tether tip.
This could limit this concept to fairly low altitudes,
where nets can be slung into short-lived orbits. These
problems led us to keep looking for other approaches.

3.4 Spinning capture nets
Our estimates of EDDE performance suggested that
each debris operation could take 1-2 weeks. Several
missed captures at one-orbit intervals would reduce
throughput only a few percent. This led to ideas that
might allow multiple capture attempts but might not be
reusable after capture. Lariots could wrap around the
object or an appendage, and inflatable probes might lock
into thrusters or other payload recesses. These concepts
may be feasible, but seemed to have potential problems.
A spinning lariot led us to think about spinning nets
rather than thrown nets. Consider the nets in Figures 6
and 7. About half the mass is in the long suspension
lines. Their larger radius of rotation pulls the net open
more than the net’s mass itself does.
Typical intact debris objects were of order 3 meters
across. One may also need to accommodate trajectory
errors of several meters, due to poor binocular depth
perception late in a near-end-on approach trajectory.
This eventually led to a 10m and then a 15m square net.
We tested spin-up of a heavy bead-chain net by a
variable-speed drill. We tried fouling the net by passing
it through one of its openings. Jiggling the lines did not
clear fouling, but spinning up the lines usually did.
Figure 6 below shows 3 video frames from a spin-up
test of a triangular bead chain net. The planned debris
path is shown in yellow, in the rotating frame of the net.
We later shifted to the square net shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Bead-chain net spin-up, with desired
debris trajectory shown in frame 3.
In each case, the payload approaches from the side.
This aids binocular depth perception. The “net manager”
(which is discussed in section 3.5) can pull the net up to
capture the object, or leave it alone if real-time video
indicates that later approaches may be better. Spinning
simple loops of bead chain suggested that a full-size net
hanging from an EDDE spinning at ~8 revs/orbit might
need to spin at 2-3 rpm. A payload could enter between
support lines and leave from the adjacent side after the
net rotates either 90o or 180o, if the net is not pulled up
to capture it.
IAC-19-A6.5.4

Figure 7. Spinning net, side & top views (#s in meters)
We also did a simple dimensional analysis that said
that stiffness vs gravity or other acceleration should
have the same effects if we used the same types of lines
as in the full scale net and scaled the lengths with the
inverse square root of acceleration. The logic is that if
you double the length of a cantilever beam holding its
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own weight against gravity, you double both weight and
moment arm, so reducing acceleration to ¼ the original
value will give the same bend angle and scaled stiffness.
This analysis suggests that the response in orbit due
to ~8 rpo rotation should be similar if done with similar
lines in a net 2.5m across with 7.5m lines. Tests on the
ground with wound, folded, and twisted bunches of
Spectra lines even well under 2m long showed that they
paid out reliably under their own weight.
An EDDE net could use 11x100 denier suspension
and edge lines, and 5x100 lines inside the net. Strengths
would be ~200 and ~90 newtons. A 15x15m net sized
for 1-2 ton payloads like the rocket bodies in Figure 7
should weigh ~50 grams, with half of that being in the
long suspension lines. The 250 objects of 2 to 11 ton
mass can use larger and heavier nets. Steady-state loads
after capture are limited by EDDE’s finite mass. An 8 km
80 kg EDDE rotating at 0.08 rpm has only 22-newton
attach loads when rotating around an infinite mass.
A tumbling target will try to climb out of the net, but
1-2 ton rockets can tumble up to ~2 rpm without having
enough rotation energy to climb out of the net. Note also
that the net spins at ~2 rpm, ~25X faster than EDDE’s
rotation. The main effect of EDDE rotation on a rotating
net is the 0.3m/s2 tip acceleration, more than the rotation.

3.5 Managing a collection of expendable nets
We realized that we could wrap a sequence of nets
on a spool with overlap, so paying out the suspension
lines could begin the deployment of the next net. It was
not clear at first whether stowing two suspension lines at
each end of the spool would reliably lead to full 3D net
deployment. Tests with a bead-chain net gave very good
results. Even when we either tucked much of the net
through one of the holes or twisted it, the net usually
opened fully once we both spun and slightly jiggled it.
This led us to give the storage spool added roles,
making it a “capture net manager” that is shown in
Figure 8. It has these functions:
1. Compact storage of up to many nets (up to 5 kg).
2. Controlled spool rotation (i.e., net payout) under load.
3. Magnetorquing to spin the net around the hang axis.
Average power needed by each net manager should
be low enough to allow use of small local solar arrays
plus batteries. A net manager can handle various sizes of
net. The deployment sequence is set during net stowage
and cannot be cannot be changed in orbit. But with a net
manager at each end, net sequences can be more flexible.
The net manager itself hangs from the end of EDDE,
on a ~30m line. Each end of EDDE has a small winch
that can pull up the net manager and its deployed net to
capture the payload. It can also quickly release some
line to reduce peak snatch loads after capture. This
winch requires occasional high peak power. It can use
power from ultracaps in each end of EDDE.
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Figure 8. Capture net manager concept

3.6 Another option: two-stage cooperative capture
During the 2002 NIAC study, we realized that net
capture could generate fine loose debris, from flaking
paint or degraded multilayer insulation. We learned that
Orbital Recovery Corp wanted to provide stationkeeping
and attitude control to old GEO comsats. They wanted
to grab a marman clamp or other launch interface.
Both satellites and rockets always have some such
interface, which is accessible after the satellite and
rocket separate. This interface may not be the only
capture feature, and it may not be the best one, but it is
likely to be the most standardized, rugged, and bestdocumented external feature of most rockets and
satellites. This interface is also usually accessible even
after appendages are deployed. That may be partly to
simplify assembly and ground testing. In any case, that
interface seemed to be a good capture feature option.
The main problem with grabbing specific structural
features on debris objects is that that no such feature
may face the tether at one or more capture times. This
led to the “two-dog capture” concept discussed below.
This eliminates “bad attitude” as a cause of missed timecritical captures. This concept is shown in Figure 9:
1. Approach & release
a roving “sheepdog”
3. Orient sheepdog for
re-capture by EDDE
(using dGPS, etc.)

2. Inspect & capture debris,
as EDDE fine-tunes orbit.

Figure 9. Cooperative “Two-Dog” Capture by Tether
Readers interested in more analysis of this capture
concept can see pp. 21-26 of [10].
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4. Debris Removal by EDDE: Iridium & Beyond

4.1 Clearing Iridium orbit altitude

If you had a car with unlimited mileage that worked
only within the limits of one city, you would use it as a
taxi or similar service, to get the most from it. EDDE is
like such a car, because it does not expend propellant.
But EDDE works only within the “city limits” of LEO.
Performance drops at high altitude, even within LEO,
because of reduced plasma density and magnetic field.
As shown earlier in Figure 4, EDDE can change
altitude faster near polar orbit than at lower inclinations.
This is very relevant for debris removal because ~60%
of the mass of debris in LEO is within 10o of polar orbit.
In contrast, altitude changes by hanging ED tethers
scale roughly by Sqr(Cos(OrbIncl)). This reduces rates
by a factor of ~20 at 80o or 100o, even with the diurnal
variations of tilt of earth’s field relative to an orbit.
For typical ton-class debris objects near polar orbit,
EDDE can capture and drag objects down to short-lived
orbits below ISS, with an expected throughput of 5-25
tons/year for an 80 kg EDDE, depending on altitude and
mass. EDDE is the only system with such performance.
In addition, because EDDE can go anywhere in LEO
without “using itself up,” EDDE can ride as a secondary
payload on any launch to anywhere in LEO above ~400
km. EDDE may even be able to subsidize its ride by
moving other secondary payloads to more useful orbits.
Our 80 kg EDDE is designed to mount on ESPA rings,
and can support another 80-100 kg of other secondary
payload mass. It can provide those secondary payloads
with “custom orbits without custom launch.”
The grappling devices explored for other debris
removal concepts have included capture nets, harpoons,
and adhesive tethers, as well as non-contact methods
such as laser ablation and ion beam shepherds. The
propulsion methods are based on chemical rockets, ion
rockets, hanging electrodynamic tethers, and the EDDE
rotating electrodynamic tether. All devices use chemical
rockets to get into orbit, but ion rockets and tethers can
be used for the main delta-V requirements to rendezvous
with debris objects in different orbits. We have not seen
any ion-rocket concept that can target reentry, but some
tether concepts including EDDE can sling several times
their own mass to targeted entry. Pages 7-11 of ref. [10]
discuss targeting of reentry constraints in more detail.
As discussed in section 3.4 and shown in Figure 7,
EDDE can use its spin to suspend a 15x15m square net
outward. Capture does require accurate rendezvous and
timing, including the rotation phase of both EDDE and
its deployed capture net. But we plan on an average of 7
orbits with closer and closer passes before actual capture.
Sections 4.1-4.6 illustrate EDDE capabilities using
examples of debris removal: 3 large LEO constellations
(Iridium, OneWeb, and Starlink), U.S. and allied debris
in sun-synch orbit; wholesale LEO debris removal, and
possible wholesale collection for later recycling.

Iridium Corp. has replaced its old satellites with 75
new ones. They are in the same ~778 km orbit at 86.4°
inclination, in 6 planes of 11 each, as Figure 10 shows.
The old satellites each weighed 689 kg wet and 556 kg
dry. We assume an average current mass of 600 kg.
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Figure 10. The Iridium Constellation
Ref [12] says that 16 old Iridium satellites failed and
are tumbling. The current catalog lists 33 old satellites
still in orbit, 15 still crossing the constellation altitude.
Those are probably not maneuverable. EDDE can first
capture the 18 old satellites below constellation altitude.
After that it might safely capture and remove the 15 that
still cross constellation altitude. EDDE always maneuvers
to avoid all cataloged objects, not just Iridium satellites,
by adjusting spin phase or along-track location. Deployed
Iridium satellites are larger than most of the stages shown
in Figure 7. If necessary, EDDE can use larger nets.
Operations and a timetable for removal of the 15
Iridium satellites near 765 km altitude, slightly below
the main Iridium constellation are shown in Table 2,
based on our 2014 IAC paper [13]. We plan on EDDE
releasing them at 350 km, below ISS, to allow reentry
within ~1 year. The estimated time for one EDDE to
remove 15 tumbling satellites is 4.5 months, or 5
months for 2 EDDEs to remove all 33 old satellites.
Table 2. EDDE Removal of Iridium Satellites
Operation Days Typical Parameters
Phase to
380 vs 765 km,
0.4
next target
½ orbit avg. phasing
Climb and
380 to 765 km, 300 km/day
1.9
tune orbit
+50% for plane change
Approach
7 orbits at 765 km
0.5
and capture
Iridium altitude
Deboost
765-350 km, +10%, at
6.5
and release
-600 km/day*80/(80+600)
Days per
765 to 350 km,
9.3
removal
for ~600 kg dead Iridium
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4.2 Clearing OneWeb orbit altitude

4.3 Clearing SpaceX Starlink orbit altitude

OneWeb [14] is a larger constellation: 648 satellites
of 150 kg each, at 1200 km altitude, with 18 planes of
36 each. It is shown in Figure 11. This array may be
augmented by another 1972 satellites later. The satellites
are planned to de-orbit themselves after 5 years, but as
with Iridium, some will fail at constellation altitude.

The SpaceX Starlink constellation now plans to
launch 9100 satellites at low altitudes (550 and 340 km),
and 2800 at 1150 km altitude [15]. An earlier version of
the constellation is shown in Fig. 12. As with OneWeb,
the satellites are to de-orbit themselves after 5 years, but
an unknown fraction will fail at constellation altitude.

Figure 11. The OneWeb Constellation

Figure 12. The Starlink Constellation

The operator plans on deorbiting the satellites after 5
years, but the real challenge will be a gradual one, of
needing to remove satellites that stop responding to
maneuver commands while remaining at constellation
altitude. “Infant mortality” may cause a peak failure rate
early in the planned 5-year replacement cycle.
If 648 satellites are to be replaced every 5 years, the
average removal rate is 648/5 or 130/year. Table 3 lists
times required for each step in removal. It indicates that
one EDDE might remove 33 satellites in a year. Four
can remove all 130. Depending on how reliable OneWeb
satellites are at self-removal, OneWeb might have one
EDDE visit each plane periodically, to remove satellites
that have died since the last visit.
Collision rates of dead satellites scale with the square
of the population. A few are tolerable, but a large subset
of 648 raises chances of creating new lethal and mostly
untracked debris centered on the constellation altitude.

Dead satellites at 340 km will deorbit within months.
Even 550 km may reenter within 1-2 decades. But 2800
satellites at 1150 km are a serious issue. If satellites are
replaced every 5 years, there is an average removal need
of 2800/5 or 560 satellites/year. The plan is for highly
reliable deorbit control. We don’t know the mass of the
satellites at 1150 km altitude, but we assume 400 kg,
including some radiation shielding for the electronics.
GlobalStar, an early LEO comsat constellation used
a somewhat higher altitude, 1414 vs 1200 km. Trapped
radiation doses disabled key electronics and disabled
some functions and com-links. SpaceX may get high
reliability, but if it does not, they will probably not
know that until most of their constellation is in orbit.
At 15.9 days/removal, each EDDE might remove 23
satellites/year. If 90% deorbit themselves and EDDE
need only deorbit 10% of them or 56/year on average,
an average of 2.4 EDDEs would be enough.

Table 3. EDDE Removal of OneWeb Satellites
Operation Days Typical Parameters
Phase to
380 vs 1200 km,
0.2
next target
½ orbit avg. phasing
Climb and
380-1200km at 250km/day,
4.9
tune orbit
+50% plane change
Approach
7 orbits at 1200 km
0.5
and capture
OneWeb altitude
Deboost
1200-350 km +10%, at
5.4
and release
-500 km/day*80/(80+150)
Days per
1200 to 350 km,
11.0
removal
for 150 kg dead satellite
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Table 4. EDDE Removal of Starlink Satellites
Operation
Phase to
next target
Climb and
tune orbit
Approach
and capture
Deboost
and release
Days per
removal

Days Typical Parameters
380 vs 1150 km,
0.2
½ orbit avg. phasing
380-1150 km at 250
4.6
km/day, +50% plane change
7 orbits at 1150 km
0.5
Starlink altitude
1150-350 km +10%, at
10.6
-500 km/day * 80/(80+400)
1150 to 350 km,
15.9
for 400? kg dead satellite
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4.4 Clearing US and ally debris
Sections 4.1-4.3 all covered US removal of objects
owned by US companies. Figure 13 below shows the
altitude and ownership distribution over 450-1050 km
altitude. About 95% of future lethal debris created by
debris collision in LEO should be created by mass in
this altitude range. Note that only 1/8 of that mass is
owned by US entities.

Figure 13. Mass ownership, tons/km, April 2016 [16]
It clearly makes sense for US efforts to focus first on
US objects. After that, efforts might include much of the
“other” mass, most of which is owned by Europe and
Japan. They are also developing their own debris removal
concepts. Much of the mass is in sun-synchronous orbits.
Some are massive objects for which targeted entry may
be regarded as needed. Such objects pose problems for
EDDE, unless EDDE hands them off to another targeting
vehicle below ISS altitude. That may be a good reason
for allies to share resources in useful ways.
ESA has studied debris extensively. They have their
Clean Space program and the e.deorbit system based on
rockets and thrown nets. [17] They propose a test on one
debris object in 2023, launching a 1600-kg vehicle on a
Vega rocket into polar orbit at 800-1,000 km altitude.
The vehicle will rendezvous with a dead satellite and
capture it with arms or nets. It will then deorbit itself.
A useful task not involving Russia or the PRC (China)
is to clear sun-synchronous orbits of dead US and allied
satellites and upper stages. In 96-102° inclinations, there
are 55 U.S. upper stages totaling 22 tons and 80 allied
stages totaling 34 tons. There are also roughly 40 tons in
80 dead U.S. satellites and 60 tons in 120 dead Allied
satellites. The average altitude is ~900 km. To remove
these ~335 items of ~156 tons from 900 km near-polar
orbits may take ~5 years for 4 EDDEs. EDDE might
hand off some of the more massive or worrisome
objects to “reentry targeters” below ISS.

4.5 Wholesale removal of existing LEO debris
The ~100 countries that accept the UN Convention
on International Liability for Space Objects [18] agree
to strict unlimited international liability for damage on
the ground or to aircraft in flight by the launching states.
“Launching states” include the satellite owner, rocket
provider, and launch site. Other states can also share
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liability if they damage an object that then causes other
international damage. Deorbiting an object (or even
greatly reducing its orbit life) may be argued to damage
that object and hence share in liability. A decision to
target does not affect the liability, just the chance of it.
The convention also lets any state with a loss require
payment by any of the launching states for that object. It
also allows states to agree to indemnify each other in
specific cases, such as damage caused by the rocket or
the satellite.
“Design for Demise” concepts make sense for all
new objects likely to see untargeted reentry, including
upper stages. But they do not apply to objects already in
orbit. The satellites discussed in sections 4.1-4.3 plan to
reduce altitude using very low thrust. This may preclude
targeted reentry. So EDDE and some other concepts
may be regarded as simply increasing the reliability of
the original deorbit plan.
Another possibility (which complicates net manager
design) is for at least some nets to include controllable
drag devices like balloons that can be deployed and then
later released to adjust drag and reentry. This will not
cause precise reentry, but the ability to make 2 distinct
adjustments may be enough to be useful in many cases.
Considering the above issues discussed in the last 2
sections, there may be some international synergism of
debris removal concepts. EDDE can drag objects down
below ISS, and that may be enough for most objects.
But a few large objects may pose enough expected
chance of damage on the ground that targeting reentry
by a balloon, rocket, or other device may make sense.

4.6 Wholesale collection of existing LEO debris
At least one other debris management option may
make sense: collecting large objects into “scrapyards” at
less congested altitudes, to allow later recycling and/or
targeted deorbit. This is feasible because most debris is
tightly clustered in inclination, and can be collected when
nodes align. Initial recycling might be selective, such as
cutting rocket tanks into “shingles” to protect against
impact or radiation. Selective removal also improves
ventilation during reentry. This should greatly reduce
how much debris survives reentry and potentially causes
damage on the ground.
EDDE can not only remove or collect debris from
LEO, but also deliver recycled products anywhere in
LEO [19], including even equatorial LEO, for concepts
like those proposed recently by Al Globus [20].
If humanity goes into space to stay, it will learn to
recycle extremely well, even with the full resources of
the solar system available. Most resources will be >1AU
and ~1 year away, but local refuse is here and now, with
most of the elements needed, in well-known
combinations. The ~2000 tons of debris mass in LEO
may allow the first large-scale use of recycling in space.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
Table 5 compares 3 debris removal concepts, in
development cost, launch cost, total cost, and cost/kg to
remove all large 2600 LEO debris objects >1 kg.
Table 5. Removing 2200 Tons (2600 items) from LEO
Prop.Type: Chemical Ion Rocket
Design
ESA
Busek
Dev. Cost
Existing
$80M
Mass, tons
3500
52
Total Cost
$57B
$4.4B
Cost/kg
$26,000
$2,000

EDDE
STAR
$20M
1-2
<$1B
<$450

EDDE is a far more affordable option, costing <22%
as much as ion rockets and <2% as much as chemical
rockets. EDDE does not just stabilize debris: 12 EDDE
vehicles totaling 1 ton of secondary payloads can remove
all large LEO debris in <10 years. Key aspects of EDDE
electron collection, emission, and control will be tested
in orbit on NRL’s TEPCE cubesat, perhaps this month.
To maintain space safety in LEO even without major
new satellite constellations requires serious space safety
initiatives. And one or more huge new Internet satellite
constellations in LEO seem likely, with thousands of
satellites with limited propulsion reserves for collision
avoidance and with intentionally limited lifetimes. This
requires intensive efforts on active satellite removal.
Most constellation plans have the satellites deboost
themselves to low altitude, but that does not work with
satellites that lose the ability to maneuver controllably
for any reason (electronics, stuck valves, propellant leaks,
software, etc.). Any debris capture concepts that grapple
payloads must handle tumbling. And thrown nets that
fail to snag their payload seem likely to rebound and
foul on their host vehicle, disabling any later use of it.
Our EDDE is the one system that allows affordable
removal of dead satellites, orbit clearing of other debris,
and even wholesale debris removal at reasonable cost.
For space safety, EDDE has an even more important
advantage. EDDE has unlimited delta-V and redundant
onboard controls, and uses current data on all tracked
objects near its altitude. This lets EDDE actively avoid
all active satellites and tracked debris, so it will not add
to the risks of new collisions and debris creation.
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